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Standard car audio plug to HDMI adapter comes with 8 electrical inputs on 2 channels. With AVJ3, You can use the HDMI as a 6.4 channel audio interface to your PC. It also has 8 electrical inputs, with 8 outputs on the same channels. So your computer will be free to interact with it.
Your computer will require a Dual stereo 8ch audio interface and some hardware to handle 4 x HDMI and 8 x composite analog audio. It is out of the scope of this guide. Sometimes the internal speakers on your PC, TV, games console and entertainment center aren't loud enough for
listening music or watching movies. If you want the digital inputs on AVJ3 to be usable, you may need to buy a motherboard with two amplifiers. By using the AVJ3 adapter, you can plug the music from your PC, TV and games console to your Home Theater. AVJ3 and AVJ3-AVJ3 can
each be used for 2 audio input and output. In that case, you don't need an HDMI 4ch audio cable, because the DP4 cable can handle audio. With two independent channels you'll be able to mix sound from two sources to analog 8 ch. You need a connector that supports an analog
RCA input jack and 6 ch mini jacks on the same side. You can also use an audio box or two and a DP4 cable to create a mini-studio. You'll have a stereo mix of one pair of sources to 6 channel analog and the other pair to the second 6 channel analog of the audio box. Direct line out
AVJ3 and AVJ3-AVJ3 have direct line out connections. This is used to output digital audio or audio that needs to be digital, like 5.1 channel audio. You'll need an amplifier to drive that signal. With 2 direct line outs you will be able to route audio from one source. You can route the
same signal to different speakers or different jacks. Choose AVJ3 or AVJ3-AVJ3 AVJ3 and AVJ3-AVJ3 are plug and play and the output of each has an on/off button. You can power either by connecting it to a power supply or a line in or a dedicated power supply.
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